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Are your professional
learning teams on
the same page?
		 P12 Portal
A Cohesive Approach
to School Improvement
Legacy Pathways’ P12 Portal helps to keep everyone’s eye on
the ball by helping leaders to focus and manage the actions of
individuals, teams, and everyone in the school community. Our
P12 Portal management system and framework is designed to
help sort out the important and unimportant practices, so that
teachers and teams do not get lost in organizational details.
Every day school leaders must define and communicate the basic
vision and goals of their school and organization. Effective school
leaders are always willing to challenge their assumptions about
how to better equip their school with the systems and structures
needed to roll out the new Common Core Learning Standards and
to cohesively manage school improvement efforts.
School leaders must be able to ensure that all stakeholders, at all
times, are able to answer the following questions: What is our
school’s mission? How do we measure success? What are our
expectations for individuals and professional teams? What
is the work of teacher teams? To what end do we do what
we do? How do we know we are reaching our goals? These
important questions cannot be answered with disparate systems,
unorganized lists, and limited tools that are designed that to
manage attendance and scheduling.

The P12 Portal drives school and district initiatives!
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P12 Portal

WILL HELP YOU TO:
Inspire individual teachers and teams
Communicate vision and mission
Plan and communicate school goals
Mange the new Common Core roll out
Communicate high expectations
Improve collaboration and
communication
Develop better team practices
Manage curriculum development
Manage professional meetings and
trainings
Implement systems to gather and
analyze data
Manage external partnerships and
initiatives
Manage the new APPR process
Provide concrete evidence of your work
and the work of teachers and teams
Monitor and revise practices
Strengthen management and
organizational skills of school
administrators

Make an appointment today to get a
demonstration of Legacy Pathways’
P12 School Improvement Portal!
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P12 Portal provides systems and
structures for school improvement!
MANAGE VISION AND
GOALS
The P12 Portal supports school leaders’
efforts by helping them implement and
manage vision, mission, strategic plans,
structures for improvement, and metrics in
complex school environments.

TRANSFORM COMMON CORE AND
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
The P12 Portal brings focus and attention
to the new Common Core Learning
Standards by creating a shared space and
ground-breaking cloud based territory
where teachers with diverse strengths,
interests, and objectives can finally come
together.
The P12 Portal drives expectations and
ensures that the work of all teachers and
teams are visible, readily available, and
transparent.

MONITOR AND REVISE PRACTICES
The P12 Portal helps principals and leaders
drive school improvement school through
consistent monitoring and revising teacher
teams activities and school based practices.
The P12 Portal cohesively organizes the
roll out of the new Common Core Learning
Standards, school based projects and
initiatives, and the work of individual and
teams of teachers.
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IMPROVE COLLABORATION
P12 Portal revolutionizes team
collaboration within schools. Teacher
teams and other school based professional
learning communities can easily access
cloud based P12 Portal to document
and organize meeting notes, agendas,
curriculum documents, and other
instructional resources. Teachers develop
new behaviors as they become more
organized in their efforts.

MANAGE APPR
The P12 Portal is a powerful solution to
helping principals organize teachers to
meet the goals of the new APPR process.
Teachers are able to access and document
work efforts using cloud based system that
organizes teacher artifacts.

BRIDGE COMMUNICATION
The P12 Portal is a systemic approach
to improving communication among all
stakeholders within the school community.
Teachers and stakeholders utilize our cloud
based system to help everyone involved
understand and take ownership of what
work needs to be done, why, and the roles
and responsibilities of individual teachers,
team members and the members of school
community.
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The P12 Portal changes how principals and
administrators manage school efforts.
Here is what some of our principals had to say about the P12 Portal:
“The P12 Portal changed
how I manage school
initiatives, Common Core
rollout, and my school
based teams.”

“Organizing the many
teacher artifacts for
APPR goals is no longer
a concern now that we
have the Portal.”

“Finally a system that
puts an end to all the
disparate systems within
my district.”

“The Portal has allowed
me to roll out the school
year and demonstrates
how my efforts are
aligned to my school CEP
goals.”

“Transparency is always
what you are working
towards as a school
principal. The P12 Portal
is a transparent system
that allows all my teams
to see and revise their
work products.”
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“School goals, resources,
and timelines are better
organized as a result of
the implementation of
the P12 Portal.”
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